ConocoPhillips, Statoil, and ENI are the founding sponsors of The Integrated Lifecycle Asset Planning (ILAP) project. ILAP provides a solution for exchanging all types of planning data between systems and organizations and it introduces High Quality Planning for the offshore industry for the very first time. All the major EPC contractors participate in this endeavor.

Statoil, ConocoPhillips, BP and Talisman drive the implementation of EPIM LogisticsHub (ELH) together with all operators on the Norwegian Continental Shelf (NCS). ELH is a solution for sharing tracking information of Cargo Carrying Units and their content on the NCS. This solution will improve the efficiency of the offshore logistics dramatically and will benefit more than 400 offshore suppliers.

The Semantic Days conference presents ILAP and ELH for the very first time to the public. These initiatives are a significant step in the digitalization of the offshore industry. There are very good business reasons for integrating these solutions with other EPIM solutions like EqHub. The conference will address all these issues.

Integrated Operations, the major digitalization project initiated by Norwegian Oil and Gas in 2005, is also an important theme of the conference. In 2008, Norway was the obvious leader in deploying IO in the world. Today, a lot of people think we are lagging behind the rest of the world. How shall we speed up this process again?

The conference presents ongoing projects and new IT solutions within semantics and big data. The semantic technology is becoming more and more mature and many excellent solutions are available for the offshore industry.

Four important organizations; Fiatech, MIMOSA, OPC Foundations, PCA participate in the conference. They collaborate on common standardized solutions for the oil and gas industry within exploration, development projects, production, operations & maintenance, and logistics.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT www.semanticdays.org